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LCD Display

Directly driving an LCD is a fairly complex task. However, all of the hardware needed
to drive an LCD with its backlight is generally integrated into one device and can
either be driven by an 8-bit parallel bus or via a single serial line. Not having to use
more than one line to drive an LCD display is very useful, so we recommend doing it
that way. Since most LCDs are designed to display text, the display is represented
by two numbers: rows and columns of characters. A 16 × 2 LCD (one of the more
common sizes) has 2 rows of 16 columns. A 20 × 4 LCD (the other common size)
has 4 rows of 20 columns. The serial versions of LCDs are about $10 more expensive
than their non-serial versions, but the ease of interfacing is worth the extra cost.

Figure 1: Serial LCD Connections

The basic code for interfacing with a SparkFun LCD is downloadable from our
website. It uses the software serial Arduino library, defining a software serial port
called LCD. We’ve defined a few functions to control the backlight:

backlightOn(); // Turns the backlight on to previously set level
backlightOff(); // Turns the backlight off
backlightLevel(int level); // Sets the backlight to a brightness level (0-29)
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Additionally, you need to be able to clear the display and set the cursor position:

clearLCD(); // Clears LCD
setLCD(int row, int column); // Sets cursor position

You can then send text to the LCD using LCD.print(...);, the text will start
displaying at the current location and will wrap lines if it reaches the end of the
current line. Displayed text will be overwritten by new text. If you are displaying
numbers that might change in length, make sure to pad with 0’s or spaces so that
you clear over old values.

See comments in the LCD source file on our website for more information.
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